This paper presents our participation in the Bacteria/Biotope track from the 2016 BioNLP Shared-Task. Our methods rely on a combination of distinct machinelearning and rule-based systems. We used CRF and post-processing rules to identify mentions of bacteria and biotopes, a rulebased approach to normalize the concepts in the ontology and the taxonomy, and SVM to identify relations between bacteria and biotopes. On the test datasets, we achieved similar results to those obtained on the development datasets: on the categorization task, precision of 0.503 (gold standard entities) and SER of 0.827 (both NER and categorization); on the event relation task, F-measure of 0.485 (gold standard entities, ranking third out of 11) and of 0.192 (both NER and event relation, ranking first); on the knowledgebased task, mean references of 0.771 (gold standard entities) and of 0.202 (both NER, categorization and event relation).
Introduction
In this paper, we present the methods we used while participating in the Bacteria/Biotope track from the 2016 BioNLP Shared-Task. We partially reused the method we designed while participating in the previous edition of the challenge (Grouin, 2013) , and we updated afterwards while designing new experiments (Lavergne et al., 2015) .
Background
Four teams participated in the Bacteria/Biotope track (Bossy et al., 2015) from the 2013 BioNLP Shared-Task.
On the entity detection and categorization task, the best results were obtained using either machine-learning approaches, as done by Bannour et al. (2013) who ranked first (Slot Error Rate (SER) of 0.661), or using syntactic hand-coded rules, as done by Karadeniz andÖzgür (2013) who ranked second (SER=0.676). We ranked third (SER=0.678) using CRF and normalization rules.
On the localization relation extraction task, the best results were obtained through machinelearning approaches. Björne and Salakoski (2013) ranked first (F=0.42), using a system based on Support Vector Machine (SVM), while Claveau (2013) ranked second (F=0.40) using a lazy machine learning (kNN) approach.
Task description

Presentation
The 2016 Bacteria/Biotope track 1 (Deléger et al., 2016) consists in three main objectives: (i) named entity recognition (NER) to identify mentions of bacteria and biotopes from scientific abstracts, (ii) categorization to normalize mentions of bacteria in the NCBI taxonomy and mentions of biotopes in the OntoBiotope ontology, and (iii) event extraction to identify relations of localization between a bacteria and a biotope.
The track is organized into three main tasks, based on gold standard annotations of entities: a categorization task (cat), an event extraction task (event), and a knowledge-base population task (kb) which combines categorization and relation identification. Additionally, each task is composed of a named entity recognition sub-task: categorization and relation identification are based on predictions of entities (cat+ner, event+ner, and kb+ner tasks) instead of gold standard annotations.
Material
Corpus
The corpus is composed of 215 scientific texts (title and abstract) focusing on bacteria, extracted from the Medline database. This corpus is split into three datasets: training (71 texts), development (36 texts), and test (108 texts). 2 We used the train dataset to develop our systems and to tune our models while results produced by those systems were evaluated on the dev dataset. The test datasets were used for the official evaluation. defined three kinds of entities (bacteria, habitat, geographical) and one type of relation (lives in) between a bacteria and a biotope.
Annotations
Entities Annotations of entities imply three kinds of annotations: (i) single entities, (ii) embedded entities, in case of different meanings, and (iii) discontinuous entities, to deal with coordination. Figure 1 highlights discontinuous annotations (throat cultures) and embedded annotations (throat within throat cultures, and nasopharyngeal within nasopharyngeal cultures). oung children is being increasingly recognized, but the niche of the organism in the respiratory tract and its prevalence in the e these two aspects throat and nasopharyngeal cultures were obtained every 2 weeks from two attending a day-care center in southern Israel. To determine the age-related prevalence of K. kingae, throat cultures were talized for elective surgery who had not received antibiotics during the previous 30 days and from aby-care clinic for routine vaccinations. During an 11-month follow-up 109 of 624 (27.5%) throat cultures but none of the ter attendees grew K. kingae. The monthly prevalence of K. kingae ranged from 6.1 to 34.6% with December and April peaks.
ive culture for the organism. Among the 27 children who had > or = 2 positive cultures, continuous and intermittent patterns of experienced an invasive K. kingae infection. The prevalence of pharyngeal carriage among surgical patients was 8.0%, and the er than 6 months attending the well-baby-care clinic. Specific annotation rules apply for classifiers (genus, species, strain) and generic classes (bacteria, cohort, in vivo, microbe, suspension) which must not be annotated, except for specified strain (mutants, serotypes, serovars).
Categorization The categorization focuses on two types of entity (bacteria, habitat). Annotations provide the ID for each mention to be normalized, based on the NCBI taxonomy 3 (Federhen, 2002) for mentions of bacteria and the OntoBiotope ontology 4 (Nédellec, 2016) for mentions of habitat.
2 The test dataset is split into two datasets: one set of 54 files for all tasks implying a named entity recognition (NER) process (cat+ner, event+ner, kb+ner) and a second set of 54 files giving gold standard annotations of bacteria and biotope for tasks without NER (cat, event, kb Mentions of bacteria are normalized into only one category while mentions of habitat can be normalized into several categories. The categorization into one or several categories for habitat mentions is dependent on the structure of the ontology, whether an "is a" relation between category candidates exists in the ontology or not (see figure 2) . As an example, the mention chicks is normalized into three categories ("laboratory animal-000323", "infant-002177", "chicken-002229") while all mentions of mice are normalized into one category ("laboratory mice-002153") since this category is related with the category "laboratory animal-000323".
[ Relations Annotations of relations always imply one bacteria with one or several biotopes (habitat, geographical). Figure 3 shows relations between a bacteria and two biotopes, a geographical unit (UK) and a habitat (UK retail poultry). According to the guidelines, even if arguments from a relation must be as close as possible, one can find a few cases of relations between two distant entities. The longest distance is of 1868 characters, 276 words, implying 10 sentences. Antimicrobial resistance is increasing among clinical Campylobacter cases and is common among isolates from other sour infection. In this study the antimicrobial susceptibility of isolates from a UK-wide survey of Campylobacter in retail poultry in phenotypes resistant to tetracycline, quinolones (ciprofloxacin and naladixic acid), erythromycin, chloramphenicol and aminogly phylogeny for these isolates based upon Multi Locus Sequence Typing (MLST) to investigate the pattern of antimicrobial resista Antimicrobial resistance was present in all lineage clusters, but statistical testing showed a non-random distribution. Erythromyc For all antimicrobials tested, resistant isolates were distributed among relatively distant lineages indicative of widespread acquis resistance phenotypes within lineages; indicative of local expansion of resistant strains.
These results are consistent with the widespread acquisition of antimicrobial resistance among chicken associated Campylobac We observed that discontinuous entities: (i) mainly concern habitat entities (87.0%), (ii) generally involve two entities, more rarely three entities, and that (iii) the pivot shared by discontinuous and continuous entities is generally at the end of the portion (e.g., "cultures" in throat and nasopharyngeal cultures). In the training and development datasets (107 files), out of 1894 annotations of entities, we only found 46 discontinuous entities (i.e., 2.4% of annotations are discontinuous entities).
Methods
Based on the three main objectives of the track and the previous observations, we considered distinct systems (cf. figure 4): named entity recognition, categorization, and relation identification. We did not use any of the provided supporting resources. Due to the low number of discontinuous entities, we decided not to process this type of annotation.
Additional data
Presentation In order to improve the robustness of our systems, we annotated a new set of 22 files. 6 To produce this new set, we queried PubMed with names of bacteria we randomly selected from the train and development datasets: Francisella, Lactobacillus, LVS, Mycoplasma, Rickettsia, Trichomonas vaginalis and Vibro parahaemolyticus. Among all results returned by PubMed, we kept abstracts published in 2016 we found interesting.
Annotations We used our systems (see sections 4.2 and 4.4) to automatically pre-annotate this dataset. One human annotator corrected and completed the automatic pre-annotations in one hour using the BRAT annotation tool (Stenetorp et al., 2012 ). Since we were not trained to annotate such files, even if we tried to follow the guidelines , we hope our annotations are not too much inconsistent with annotations provided by the organizers. Our dataset includes 252 annotations of bacteria, 176 habitat, 31 geographical and 130 relations. Except for habitat and relations, this distribution is consistent with statistics presented in table 1.
Named Entity Recognition
Presentation
We considered the named entity recognition (NER) issue as a classification task, where tokens from a text should be classified into three categories (bacteria, habitat, geographical). Our NER system relies both on machine-learning approach and post-processing rules.
Machine-learning Conditional Random Fields (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001 ) are widely used for sequence labeling tasks. Our experiments rely on the Wapiti system (Lavergne et al., 2010) , based on the linear-chain CRFs framework.
The feature sets are: (i) the token itself, (ii) token typographic case, presence of punctuation marks in the token, presence of digits in the token, token length, (iii) identification of the token in the OntoBiotope ontology or in the NCBI taxonomy, (iv) semantic class of the token among 37 Figure 4 : Systems used to identify entities, normalize entities, and identify relations pre-defined classes (Body part, Chemical, Food, Habitat, Organism, Physiology, etc.), provided by the Cocoa web API, 7 (v) part-of-speech tag 8 of the token, and (vi) cluster ID of each token through an automatic unsupervised clustering of all tokens from the train and dev datasets into 120 clusters, using the algorithm designed by Brown et al. (1992) and implemented by Liang (2005) .
Since a lot of tokens from texts are not mentions of bacteria, habitat and geographical, 9 those unannotated tokens lead to an unbalanced distribution of data. This may imply an over-training of the CRF system of the unannotated tokens. In order to reduce this over-training issue, we deleted portions of unannotated tokens. Specifically, we deleted parts of text composed of unannotated tokens, if those parts are distant of more than 16 tokens 10 from the closest annotated token. As a consequence, we kept the wholeness of the context of annotated parts and we reduced the number of unannotated tokens in our training set.
We tuned our system to predict widest entities since we considered that shorter entities can easily be identified through post-processing rules. Because embedded entities only concern habitats, this strategy does not concern bacteria and geographical units. So that the CRF produces widest entities, in case of embedded annotations, we only kept the widest entities in the sample file given as input to train the CRF model.
Post-processing
In order to improve the predictions we made in the previous step and to deal with some of the specific annotation rules defined in the guidelines , we designed a few post-processing rules:
• annotation of abbreviations (EHEC, EPEC, LVS, MRSA, etc.), generic classes with an initial upper case (Bacteria, Bacterium), some nomenclatural suffixes (sp., spp.), adjectives for habitat (aquatic, nosocomial, saprophyte) and geographical (northern, southern, etc.);
• deletion of annotations for generic classes (bacteria, bacterial, bacterium), modifiers (methicillin-resistant, pathogenic), some nomenclatural suffixes (gen. nov., sp. nov.), and 34 generic habitat terms (antibiotic, ecosystem, world, etc.).
Embedded entities Since our CRF predicted widest entities, we processed embedded habitat entities through a post-processing system. For all predictions of mentions of habitat, we searched for shortened entities within widest entities. As an example, based on the prediction gastric mucosaassociated lymphoma, this simple rule allows us to identify the single mention gastric. We thus increased the coverage of the habitat mentions.
Design of experiments
We designed several experiments, depending on the size of the training corpus and whether we used or not post-processing rules and embedded entities processing. Results are presented in section 5.1.1. The configuration we used on the test dataset is the following one: we trained the final CRF model on all available annotated files (193 files), 11 we applied post-processing rules to correct the CRF outputs, and we processed the embedded entities through a last script.
Categorization
Exact match We performed the categorization task using a basic rule-based approach. We searched the mention to normalize in the OntoBiotope ontology (habitat) or in the NCBI taxonomy (bacteria), through an exact match search, and returned the corresponding numeric identifier.
Partial match Additionally, we searched for partial matching of mentions of bacteria in the taxonomy: (i) shortened versions: H. pylori vs. Helicobacter pylori, (ii) specified versions: bacillus intermedius s3-19 vs. bacillus intermedius, and (iii) linguistics variations: plural form (lactobacilli vs. lactobacillus) or adjectival derivation (mycobacterial vs. mycobacteria). Similarly, we searched for partial matching of mentions of habitat in the ontology: (i) linguistic variations: plural forms (patients vs. patient), hand-coded nominalization of adjectives (clinical vs. clinic), (ii) split of multi-terms into single terms (human and blood vs. human blood), and (iii) hand-coded transformation of specific cases (adult is replaced by human adult; children is replaced by child).
Default value At last, we defined default values for all unmatched mentions of bacteria and habitat, based on the most used values in the training and development datasets (this choice is not relevant for all unmatched mentions but it allows us to slightly improve our results). We used the taxonomy entry #210 (i.e., Campilobacter pylori and Helicobacter pilori) for bacteria, and the OntoBiotope entry #002216 patient with infectious disease (the second most used category) for habitat.
Relation Extraction
In order to identify relations between bacteria and biotope, we designed experiments based on the SVM framework (Vapnik, 1995) , as done by Björne and Salakoski (2013) . Our experiments rely on the SVM Light implementation proposed dataset (54 files). For clarification, the named entity recognition evaluation (cat+ner, event+ner, kb+ner tasks) is performed on the test #2 dataset, composed of different files than the test #1 dataset. As a consequence, since there is no common files between test datasets #1 and #2, the use of the annotated files from the test #1 dataset to train the final CRF model does not hedge the official evaluation.
by Joachims (1999) . Since a few long distance relations exist, in order to ensure the robustness of our system, we decided to remove all relations implying a distance higher than 80 tokens between both entities from our training set. This threshold produced the best results. It allows us to keep the shortest relations from the training dataset (i.e., 60% of all positive relations). We strictly balanced positive and negative examples to train our model. The feature sets are: (i) a bag of words of all tokens from both entities to be linked, and (ii) the distance in characters between those entities.
Results
Development dataset
In this section, we present the results we achieved on the development dataset. Since we produced outputs compatible with the BRAT annotation tool, results were computed using the BRATeval evaluation tool developed by Verspoor et al. (2013) and updated by Deléger et al. (2014) . This evaluation tool allows us to evaluate all kinds of entities (single, embedded and discontinuous entities) as well as relations between entities. Table 2 presents the results we achieved on the development dataset in the named entity recognition sub-task. We give both the F-measure we achieved on each category (bacteria, habitat, geographical) and the detailed overall results (exact match). We designed five experiments: 1. CRF model trained on the train dataset (71 files); 2. CRF model trained on the train+additional datasets (93 files); 3. CRF model trained on the train+additional datasets (93 files) using an over-training reduction function (we reduced the number of tokens which must not be annotated); 4. CRF model trained on the train+additional datasets (93 files) using an over-training reduction function, and post-processing rules were applied (all categories); 5. CRF model trained on the train+additional datasets (93 files) using an over-training reduction function, post-processing rules were applied (all categories), and embedded entities (habitat) were processed. Table 2 : Results on the development dataset, F-measure for each category (Bact=Bacteria, Hab=Habitat, Geo=Geographical) and overall results (P=Precision, R=Recall, F=F-measure) depending on the experiment Table 3 presents the results we achieved on the development dataset for the categorization task. Our evaluation only computes an exact match between the IDs from the taxonomy and the ontology provided in the hypothesis and the reference. This evaluation does not compute any similarity distance within the hypothesis and reference categories. We give the overall and detailed results for both the OntoBiotope ontology and the NCBI taxonomy. Results are provided for two tasks:
Named entity recognition
Categorization
1. categorization performed on the entities identified by our CRF system, configuration #5 (cat+ner task);
2. categorization performed on the gold standard annotations of entities (cat task). Table 3 : Results (exact match) on the development dataset on the categorization tasks (P=Precision, R=Recall, F=F-measure) Table 4 presents the results we achieved (exact match) on the development dataset in the relation identification task. We designed four experiments: Table 4 : Results on the development dataset on the relation identification tasks (P=Precision, R=Recall, F=F-measure)
Relations
Online evaluation service
Since the online evaluation service provides a distinct evaluation (giving final scores and using different metrics), in order to compare the results we achieved on both the development and the test datasets, we present in table 5 the results we achieved on all tasks on the development datasets using our last configuration, as computed by the evaluation service. Table 6 presents the results we achieved on the test dataset. Our results are similar to results obtained on the development datasets. This observation highlights the robustness of our methods.
Test dataset (official results)
We ranked second (out of 2) on all categorization tasks. We ranked third (out of 11) on the event task, and first (out of 3) on the event+ner task. At last, we were the only participant on all knowledge-based tasks. Additional data A first observation concerns the use of additional data. Increasing the number of annotated files proved to be useful for all machine-learning approaches. In the named entity recognition task-using a CRF system-we gained +3.6 points of F-measure (see table 2 ). In the relation identification task-using a SVM system-we gained +1.2 points of F-measure for relations based on entities predicted by the CRF, and +0.4 point for relations based on gold standard entities annotations (see table 4 ). The advantage of using more annotated data is real for all tasks.
Post-processing rules Despite the use of both additional data and over-training reduction function, the CRF model achieved moderate results (F=0.597, see table 2 ). The use of post-processing rules to refine the CRF outputs slightly increased the overall results (+0.5 points, F=0.602) and mainly impacted the bacteria category (+1.3 points). At last, processing embedded habitat entities with rules improved the overall results (+2.6 points, F=0.628). Using a few postprocessing rules increased by +3.1 points the overall results achieved through the CRF model. Named entity recognition Our strategy based on four steps (additional annotated data, overtraining reduction function, post-processing rules, and embedded entities processing) allows us to Nevertheless, when annotating additional data, we experienced harder work for habitat than for bacteria or geographical. As a consequence, this type of entities is complex for both human annotators and automatic systems.
Categorization
The rule-based approach we designed to categorize entities in both the OntoBiotope ontology and the NCBI taxonomy is quite simple. Since our named entity recognition system obtained moderate results (overall F-measure of 0.628, see table 2), on the categorization task, we achieved better results on the gold standard annotations of entities (overall F-measure of 0.446) than on predictions of entities made by our CRF system (overall F-measure of 0.338, see table 3).
Since we failed to categorize more habitat than bacteria, using default categorization values (see section 4.3) led us to obtain lower precision values for habitat, on both cat+ner (P hab =0.482 vs. P bact =0.714) and cat (P hab =0.518 vs. P bact =0.983) tasks. Moreover, the lowest recall values are also obtained on the categorization of habitat.
Error analysis
We give in figure 5 a sample of annotations performed by our system on the development dataset (event+ner task). On the NER tasks, our system failed to identify acronyms (HMDM, HMDMs, PMN, PMNs), and all discontinuous entities since we chose to not process this kind of entity. False negatives mainly concern habitats: (i) single entities (paediatric), (ii) discontinuous entities (paediatric ... cystic fibrosis units, regional ... adult CF units, and regional paediatric ... CF units), and (iii) frontiers errors for which annotations depend on the context (adult cystic fibrosis units vs. only adult cystic in our sample, cystic fibrosis (CF) units vs. cystic, or productive patients vs. patients).
On the categorization tasks, the main errors concern all entities we failed to categorize and for which we gave a default value. Those entities refer to adjectives the system did not process (pulmonary, duodenal, etc.) and complex entities (vacuum-and modified-atmosphere-packed coldsmoked salmon stored at 5 degrees C, categorized as "vacuum-packed meat" in the reference). As a consequence, each category used as a default value obtained bad results on the development dataset: the NCBI taxonomy entry #210 achieved 34 true positives and 69 false positives while the OntoBiotope entry #002216 achieved 14 true positives, 207 false positives and 11 false negatives.
At last, on the event identification tasks, since there is only one type of relation to identify, the errors concern missing relations and too much relations. Missing relations concern geographical entities (cf. missing relations between P. aeruginosa and geographical entities Brisbane and Australia on figure 5): due to a low number of entities in this category (see table 1), our SVM model failed to learn relations with geographical entities. False positives concern cases where the context between entities prohibits relations (Neutrophils are resistant to Yersinia), and annotations done on several lines, including between the content of the title and the content of the other paragraphs (cf. relations between Pseudomonas aeruginosa from the first paragraph and habitats adult cystic and adult from the title).
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the experiments we made while participating in the Bacteria/Biotope track from the 2016 BioNLP Shared-Task. We combined CRF and post-processing rules to identify entities (bacteria, habitat, geographical), including embedded entities, and we used rules based on exact and partial match to normalize the entities in the NCBI taxonomy (bacteria) and the OntoBiotope ontology (habitat). For relation extraction, we used a SVM system based on a basic set of features.
As future work, we plan to deal with discontinuous entities. To process this issue, we consider that a CRF model making the distinction between the pivot and tokens specific to each entity would be useful. As an example, in throat and nasopharyngeal cultures, the pivot is cultures while specific tokens are throat and nasopharyngeal. Postprocessing rules would bring together tokens so as to produce the final entities (throat cultures and nasopharyngeal cultures). Our categorization approach to search for partial matches is relatively simple. Future work is needed to provide a better processing of the OntoBiotope ontology, namely, in order to take into account the "is a" relations.
At last, we estimate that using unsupervised learning of relations may provide interesting results, especially to improve the features set used in the SVM model.
